
Santa Star

Hope you enjoy our little PDF using the
largest star template.

Check out our YouTube channel for lots of
great, free content and project ideas.

www.youtube.com/mumsmakery

Weights & Measures

Star Base 2g white

Face 0.3g fleshtone

Details Just a pinch of pink
& black, 0.1g white

Hat 0.4g red, 0.1g frost

Take about 1.5g white and fill your largest star
template. Take extra care to make sure the
points are filled nicely-I take a pinch of flu�
and fold it into a point and use that to make
sure i get right to the tip.

Fill the shape evenly and stab all over until
reasonably firm. Work on the reverse side
only so the side facing the mat keeps a nice
finish.
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Take a further 0.5g of white and on the
right side of the project (the side that
has been facing the mat) use it to build
up the centre of the star.

Extend it into the arms of the star
slightly.

Stab until firm and smooth. You want it
to be firm enough that it won’t distort
when you add the details.

Take the fleshtone for the face, I start with
0.15g.

To keep it symmetrical I used the circle from
the allsorts template set but you could use any
other round template, or do freehand :)

Stab all over so the face is firmly attached and
smooth.

Tidy round the edge of the circle once the
template has been removed.

Take 0.1g fleshtone and felt a ball for the nose,
stab in place.

Take a tiny wisp of pink and divide in two. Felt
two cheeks using these wisps extending the
fibres over the nose to blend in.

Take a small wisp of black and divide into two.
Use this to make your two eyes.

I’ve used a 40 spiral needle for adding all the
facial features as it is great for this more
delicate work.
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Time to add a dashing moustache!
I take 0.1g white and divide it into two.

I roll the fibres into a tube between my palms,
then fold into half lengthways.

Put the folded edge under the nose and leave
the loose end trailing out to the outside. Stab
into place and shape into a teardrop shape,
wider under the nose getting thinner towards
the outside.

Repeat on each side.

Now for the finishing touches.
I used the Dougie Decor hat and made two red
hats (0.2g each).

I placed one above and one below the top
point of the star and stabbed into place,
joining along the sides.

Do this gently as you don’t want the white
fibres to protrude through to the red surface.
If they do, however, you can just patch over
the top with a wisp of red :)

Use your frost fibres to add a cu� and bobble,
lightly stabbing so you don’t push the red
fibres through to the other side.

Give the edges a trim to remove any loose
fibres and you have a fab Santa Star!

You could use him for keyrings, card toppers,
tree decorations, brooches, bunting….the list
is endless!

Come join us and share your makes in our fun and flu� filled Facebook Group
www.facebook.com/groups/mumsmakery

Or search for
Mum’s Makery - A Needle Felting Group
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